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No magic spell needed,
Pockety does it all for you
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Pockety

No spells or magic formulas are needed:
Pockety does it all for you.

 

Touch-free
Disposing of mops without touching dirt, 
viruses and bacteria is finally a reality:
unlike traditional systems, Pockety allows you to dispose of mops in the bucket without ever touching them with your hands.

Fast
Attach and detach mops in a flash:
the ultra-light and perfectly symmetrical frame ensures quick set-up while the innovative lid removes mops instantly.

Easy
Just one easy and intuitive movement:
simply remove the frame from the lid to detach the used mop, 
which is collected directly into the bucket.

Hygienic
From the frame 
directly to the laundry:
the unique bucket with lid is designed to be used with the 
laundry bag for quick and hygienic emptying and laundry 
operations.
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Pockety

Ergonomic:

The operator does not have to keep bending over to pick 
up used mops after removing them, touching the dirty 
fibres to put them in the bag: 

with Pockety you can remove mops instantly, maintaining 
an ergonomic position.

Pockety is a unique patented system*:

the operator can rely on the practical frame designed to speed up set-up and maximise collection, combined with the 
innovative bucket with lid for touch-free release.

*Patent pending
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Pockety
FRAME

Meets all needs
Different versions are available to meet 
your specific needs:

Lampo Infinity Block system

Faster operations
Designed to remain partially open 
for quick set-up

Perfectly balanced
The totally symmetrical frame allows the 
mops to be quickly attached

Highly hygienic
The smooth surfaces and the absence of 
cavities facilitate cleaning and guarantee 
a high level of hygiene

Ultra light
Only 6 g 
compared to the 
strap tape system
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Pockety

PA
TENT                 PENDING

BUCKET WITH LID

Patented scrapers
Correct interaction between frame and 

lid allows immediate detachment of 
mops

Compatible with bag

Can be used in combination with a net 
bag to facilitate laundry handling

Long-lasting in time
Flexible and shockproof, it resists 

intensive use and ensures a long service 
life

Hygiene guaranteed
Easy to clean thanks to smooth and fully 

accessible surfaces

PSV certified
The bucket is made of 50% PSV certified 

recycled plastic (GPP compliant)
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Pockety

All mops with pockets, 
none excluded

Whether washable or disposable: Pockety is compatible with the whole range of mops with pockets.

This allows the operator to use the most suitable mop for the type of surface to be treated 
and the degree of dirt, disposing of it directly into the bucket without touching it.

TTS recommends:

Microblue flat mop

Microfibre flat mop,  
highly absorbent

Soft Band flat mop

White microfibre flat mop 
with blue stripes, intensive action

Ultrasafe flat mop

Microfibre and polypropylene flat 
mop for R10/11 non-slip surfaces

Microriccio flat mop

Microfibre looped end 
flat mop

Microsafe flat mop

Microfibre flat mop for non-slip floors 
and removal of ingrained dirt

Tris flat mop

Microfibre, polyester and cotton 
flat mop, looped end

Exon flat mop pockets system

Semi-disposable microfibre cloth  
for pockets system

Mops with pockets are more long-lasting and hygienic  
than the more common strap tape system
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Pockety

Ideal with 
soaking

Combining Pockety with soaking systems effectively combats cross-contamination and ensures maximum hygiene 
throughout the process: from cleaning each area with a clean mop to disposing of the dirty mop without any hand contact.

TTS trolleys help to further control cross-contamination: they ensure a clear division  between the area for soaking clean 
mops and the area for collecting used mops, thus allowing dirt to be confined to the collection area.

Pre-soaking
with Hermetic

Pre-soaking
with Dosely

Extremely 
versatile

Pockety can be used in combination with all TTS trolleys, 
from the smallest to the largest. In addition, when combined 
with Ray tank handle and disposable mops, it becomes 
an ultra-compact system ideal for emergency sanitising 
operations.

CLEAN MOPS CLEAN MOPS

USED MOPS USED MOPS
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Pockety

Ideal for 
speeding up operations

Airports, shopping centres, but also condominiums and 
offices, Pockety is the answer to any demand for

efficiency and hygiene
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The ally against  
cross contamination

Hygiene is a crucial issue, especially in healthcare facilities: every year in Europe there are some 

8,9 million infections

related to care in hospitals and long-term care facilities.*

Hands are a dangerous vehicle for contamination, so it is essential to avoid direct contact with potentially contaminated 
surfaces.

Unlike traditional systems that require the operator to touch the dirty mops to dispose of them, Pockety safely unhooks 
and collects them, eliminating any contact between hands and dirt: this prevents the spread of viruses and bacteria 
and ensures cross-contamination control.

*Data from the survey conducted by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC)
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Pockety

 00003218

Pockety lid for 
Hermetic bucket

 0R003213
 0B003213

20 L Hermetic bucket
 with handle

 L360323

Rilsan painted structure 
with Ø80 mm wheel

Lampo  00000854YM

Infinity  00000854U

Block system  00000854Y

Pockety frame

 00001833R
 00001833B

Bag for collecting 
mops and cloths for 

Pockety bucket

40 cm

FLOOR 
MICROFIBRE

Microblue 
00000665

Ultrasafe 
0000H110R
0000H110B

Soft Band 
0000A110B

Microsafe
00000666

Microriccio 
00000476

0R000476MR

0B000476MB

0V000476MV

0G000476MG

Tuft Tris
00SP110CM

DISPOSABLE 
FOR FLOOR

Exon disposable
00000731

TNT disposable
000A9400

Components and accessories
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Pockety

Trolley Magic line

DS806E0C0A00
A

DS806S0C0A00
A

DS846E0C0B00
B

MS726E0C0A00
AMagic System 806E Magic System 806S Magic System 846E Magic System 726E

 130 cm  60 cm  117 cm  134 cm  60 cm  117 cm  130 cm  60 cm  117 cm  120 cm  58 cm  115 cm

MS726P0C0A00 MS726B0C0A00 MS626P0C0000 MS626B0C0000
Magic System 726P Magic System 726B Magic System 626P Magic System 626B

 120 cm  58 cm  115 cm  120 cm  58 cm  115 cm  80 cm  58 cm  112 cm  80 cm  58 cm  112 cm

Handles with tank

 00001150  00001170  00000985  00008815
Ray 

500 ml capacity
Ray Infinity

500 ml capacity
Bio Basic 

bottle capacity 0,65 L
Bio Pro 

bottle capacity 0,65 L
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Sede centrale - Headquarters

TTS Cleaning S.R.L.

 Viale dell’Artigianato, 12-14
35010 - Santa Giustina in Colle (PD)

Tel: +39 049 93 00 710 | Fax: +39 049 93 00 720
E-mail: info@ttsystem.com | Web: www.ttsystem.com

TECNO TROLLEY SYSTEM DO BRASIL LTDA
Av. Presidente Kennedy, 200
Portão Vermelho - CEP 06730-000 
Vargem Grande Paulista - SP - Brasil
Tel: + 55 11 4612-0722 / 4158-9990 | Fax: +55 11 4612 0031
E-mail: vendas@ttsbrasil.com.br | Web: www.ttsbrasil.com.br

TECNO TROLLEY SYSTEM ESPAÑA S.L.U.
C/de Galileu Galilei, 15
Pol. Ind. Coll de la Manya
08403 - Granollers (Barcelona)
Tel: +34 93 861 6840 | Fax: +34 93 861 8437
E-mail: ventas@ttsystem.com | Web: www.ttsystem.es

TTS CLEANING UK LTD
20 Fitzroy Square, Fitzrovia
London - United Kingdom
W1T 6EJ
Toll free number: 0800 285 1793
E-mail: uksales@ttsystem.com | Web: www.ttsystem.co.uk

TTS DE GmbH
Brienner Strasse 55
80333 - München
Fax: +49 (0) 2643 900 711
E-mail: vertrieb@ttsystem.com | Web: www.ttsystem.com
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